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Size-dependent deformation mechanisms and strain-rate sensitivity in
irradiated nanostructured metallic multilayers Cu/W coatings.
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Nanoscale metallic multilayer systems (NMMs) attract attention due to their unique

structural applications, including ultrahigh yield, fracture strengths, high tolerance to

radiation damage. These interfaces can accommodate significant amount of

implanted He atoms and prevent formation of helium bubbles, which could change the

plastic deformation characteristics and compromise mechanical properties. The

understanding of plastic deformation characteristics in NMMs metals, i.e. flow stress,

activation volume (V*) and strain rate sensitivity (m), is one of the major objectives in

the investigations of such and shed light on the deformation mechanisms. Main focus

of this work is to study the size-dependent strain-rate sensitivity in non-coherent NMM

coatings by nanoindentation test, to reveal its underlying deformation mechanisms

and to explore the respective contribution of vacancies in plastic behaviour.

Magnetron sputtered NMMs of Cu/W with layer thicknesses (5/5) and a total thickness

1 micron were deposited on silicon wafer. The grain size was significantly lower for

tungsten compared to that of copper. Kurdjumov-Sachs interface <110> Cu // <111>

W was the major interface; however, there were differences between W-Cu and Cu-W

interfaces which will introduce different size dependent. Preliminary nanoindentation

tests showed high hardness and Young’s modulus dependence on layer thicknesses

whose maximum values were around (6; 130 GPa).
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